Multistressor interactions in the zebrafish (Danio rerio): Concurrent phenanthrene exposure and Mycobacterium marinum infection.
The simultaneous exposure of organisms to toxicants and disease causing agents poses a serious risk to important stocks. Worldwide, aquatic animal disease outbreaks have been increasing in both frequency and severity, and many have been associated with anthropogenic environmental change. Little is known about the complex interactions of the immune system and biotransformational pathways of vertebrates; however, urbanization and coastal development create a scenario in which a wide range of species are exposed to chemical pollutants in conjunction with a wide spectrum of ubiquitous, opportunistic pathogens. These interactions can severely compromise organismal health. Potential effects include decreased fitness, increased predation, decreased fecundity, reduced metabolic activity, suppressed immune function and mortality. Recent attention has been paid to immunomodulation in toxicant exposed fishes. In our current study we investigated the effects of the common polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon phenanthrene in conjunction with Mycobacterium marinum infection in the zebrafish, Danio rerio. The goal of our study was to elucidate the interactions between stressors in the host organism. Fish were exposed to either a high or low dose of phenanthrene, infected with M. marinum or received a combination exposure of toxicant and bacteria. Results of our study were evaluated using survivorship analysis, toxicant body burden, and histology. Our data show an interaction between M. marinum infection and exposure to a high dose of phenanthrene in the zebrafish. Survivorship was significantly reduced for animals only exposed to the high dose of phenanthrene as compared to all other experimental groups. The increased survivorship for fish exposed to both Mycobacterium and a high dose of phenanthrene suggests an antagonistic interaction between stressors. Body burden data, which show significant differences in the ratio of phenanthrene:metabolites between experimental groups, suggests a disruption of the biotransformational pathway. We postulate that the inflammatory response, initiated by bacterial infection, is impeding the ability of the zebrafish to completely metabolize phenanthrene. In addition, the correlation between reduced metabolite production and increased survival indicates that phenanthrene metabolites are more toxic than the parent compound. Our study underscores the importance of investigating multiple stressor interactions as a way to better understand complex environmental interactions.